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< >Wed 1st

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

10:00am

Interpretive Improvisation Dance

Class

Kanami Kusajima

I am offering improvisation

dance classes at Abrons Arts Center on

Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays!

Anyone is welcome regardless the

amount of dance experience. Please

sign up from here:

https://forms.gle/WrMYtZnHr38sWfN36

The purpose of my dance class is to be

fluent in your own expression/language

through dance movements. Most part of

the classes will be

improvisastion/contemporary dance. In…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

12:00pm

Harkness Center Coffee Chat:

Effective Cross Training

Harkness Center for Dance

Injuries

Harkness Center Coffee Chats are

informal, guided discussions about

topics related to dancer wellness and

injury prevention. Our discussion this

spring will be Effective Cross Training.

Harkness Center for Dance Injuries

athletic trainer, Ella Otto, MS, ATC will

present cross training and fitness

guidelines and define periodization.

Together participants will workshop ways

they can apply the material…

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

6:00pm

Bryant Park Dance Party: Salsa

Soul Sizzle – Salsa and R&B with

Uptown Royalty

Bryant Park

A midtown tradition since 2014, Dance

Party returns to Bryant Park this

summer! Now entering into its tenth

year, the beloved series offers park goers

in-person dance events in a variety of

styles throughout the first three weeks of

May. Each of the six free programs of

dance instruction, live music, and social

dance are open to all to attend with no

reservations or waiting list. Just walk up

and join…

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes int/adv

Orisha Wholeness

This class is an

intermediate/advanced class

with some beginner flavors for those who

have been line dancing for a while

and/or for those who want to challenge

themselves.   Come out and learn some

of the latest line dances and challenge

yourself. This class is FREE  and open to

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly 

Thu 2nd

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

10:00am

Join DanceAction's

Classes:

Contemporary

Pathways &

Architecture

Carmen Caceres

DanceAction

Join DanceAction's Classes:

Contemporary Pathways &

Architecture REGISTER

Thursdays, May 2, 9, 16, 23,

and 30, from 10 AM to 12

PM at Dancewave (182 4th

Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217)

This Contemporary dance

class offers a unique blend

of dance training

techniques and styles

(Flying Low, Cunningham,

Release), along with playful

improvisation tools and

strategies. This combination

is designed to ignite…

 

11:00am

Sliding Scale

Gyrotonic Tower

Classes

Malia Lam

Offering sliding scale

Gyrotonic Tower Classes

$25-$40 Sign up here look

on my instagram for

updates about added or

cancelled class

dates: @MaliaLam_Dance

Learn more about Gyrotonic

and my teaching style here

additional information here

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:30am

Open Level Ballet

Dance Matters NYC

Affordable Class Series at

Dance Matters NYC Class

prices starting at $13/class,

with packages available!

Open Level Ballet -

Tuesdays at 10am /

Thursdays at 11:30am

Whether you are a former

dancer looking to move

again, or a professional in

the industry, Open Level

Ballet offers a nurturing and

creative environment - all

while challenging students.

Dancers can modify the

given class exercises if…

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

 

6:00pm

Bryant Park Dance

Party: Do the Hustle

– Disco with The

Disco Nights

Bryant Park

A midtown tradition since

2014, Dance Party returns

to Bryant Park this summer!

Now entering into its tenth

year, the beloved series

 

6:00pm

NYSCA Toolbox

2024

The Field

Every year, the 

Fri 3rd

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can be particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of the connection

between…

 

10:00am

Hivewild Open Class

Hivewild

HIVEWILD OPEN CLASS 2024 Spring Series Led by Hivewild's

choreographer Katherine Maxwell, class is an invitation to connect with

the body while sourcing tools from intuition and education. As effort builds from

personal curiosities to group tasks and games, class will culminate into phrase

work built upon the resonating themes of the day. Phrases crafted are ever-

changing but reliably athletic,…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can be particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of the connection

between…

 

6:30pm

O my soul

The Moving Architects

Where fierce femininity and intergenerational dance meet: ‘O my soul’ at

Arts on Site, NYC O My Soul is a vigorous dance project weaving together an

intergenerational cast of feminine bodies with a lifetime of raw and real sensations,

grounded in the company’s signature aesthetic of strong and fiercely feminine

dance. The 1-hour dance work interconnects compelling solos, duets, and

dynamic…

 

7:00pm

Ice Theatre of New York 2024 Home Season Performances and Benefit Gala

Featuring Guest Artist, 2024 World Champion Ilia Malinin

Ice Theatre of New York

Ice Theatre of New York® (ITNY) announces the 2024 Home Season

Performances, beginning on Friday, May 3 at 7pm and continuing Saturday, May 4

at 7pm, before concluding with the Benefit Gala and Performance on Monday, May

6 at 6:30pm. All performances will take place at Sky Rink at Chelsea Piers.

Performance tickets are $25-50, with $50 tickets for the Gala Performance.

Benefit Gala tickets start…

 

7:00pm

2024 Home Season

Ice Theatre of New York

Our 2024 Home Season Performance will take place on Friday, May 3,

and Saturday, May 4 at 7 PM - the Benefit Gala Performance will be on

Monday, May 6 at 6:30 PM. Performances by the Ice Theatre of New York

Professional Ensemble and Guest Artists.

 

7:00pm

Somatic Healing Group: February 2024-June 2024

Dance Entropy/Green Space

Cultivate Physical, Emotional, And Mental Growth Using Movement,

Expressive Work, And Group Dynamics! New Session Announced:

February 2024-June 2024 Facilitator: Valerie Green, CCEP, Certified Practitioner

in Core Energetics and Body/Mind Fitness When: 10 Every Other Week Sessions,

Tuesdays 7pm-9pm 2/13, 2/27, 3/12. 3/26, 4/9, 4/23, 5/7, 5/21, 6/4, 6/18

*Attendance of a minimum of 8 sessions is…

 

7:30pm

MADC presents Me < We: a solo dance concert

MODArts Dance Collective

Fill up on self-love & community at MODArts Dance Collective’s Me <

We: a solo dance concert on Friday & Saturday, May 3-4, 2024 7:30 PM 
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JUST ADDED

 

7:30pm

Absolute Beginners Workshop

Flamenco NYC

Absolute Beginners is the ideal

workshop to start dancing

flamenco. We will cover and practice all

basic aspects for students without prior

flamenco dance experience. Classes will

focus on strong footwork, upper body

coordination, understanding flamenco

music and compás, proper posture and

breathing. We will begin to develop the

muscle strength and dance skills

necessary for flamenco dance as we

learn…

 

7:30pm

May 1 at 7:30 p.m. - Dixon Place

Presents "Fast Forward":

featuring ‘Six Degrees Dance’ &

‘TAQ Dance’

Dixon Place Theater,

FAST FORWARD is a dance series

presented by Dixon Place, curated by

Sangeeta Yesley (Creative

Performances) that provides

opportunities for choreographers

working in all dance forms to workshop

longer, more developed pieces that run

between 25 – 35 minutes. The series

features 2 choreographers or dance

companies each evening on a shared

bill. The evening is curated around a

theme. WHEN: Wednesday,…

 

7:30pm

NEW Beginner Contemporary

Class for $14

New York Theatre Ballet

Class Description  Beginner

Contemporary Class with expressive,

dynamic movement material to build

strength, balance, stamina, focus, and

work on technique, movement skills,

concentration, and self-awareness. With

a strong emphasis on movement from

the core, connecting physicality and

emotionality, allowing dancers to explore

and own their individual voice, take

chances, and dance to their fullest. 

About…

 

7:30pm

Afro'Dance Open Level

Broadway Dance Center

Dance with ANGEL KABA.

International Creative & Artistic

Director, has been collaborating with

artists such as Coolio, Orishas, Kaye

Styles, Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs

and others. Further notable experiences

involved stage/television/commercial

performances and dancing for world

renowned brands like Coca Cola, Levi's,

Fructis by Garnier, Nutella, Universal,

RocNation, MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT.

Dance…

 

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes

Orisha Wholeness

If you have never

line danced before

or just started line dancing,

this class is for you.  Some

of the latest beginner soul

line dances will be broken

down to allow anyone a

chance to perform the

choreography. Line dancing

is not just the wobble and

the cupid shuffle. There are

thousands of

choreographed line dances

outthere. This is a chance to

learn a few. Come on down.

This class is FREE and

open…

 

6:30pm

O my soul

The Moving

Architects

Where fierce

femininity and

intergenerational dance

meet: ‘O my soul’ at Arts on

Site, NYC O My Soul is a

vigorous dance project

weaving together an

intergenerational cast of

feminine bodies with a

lifetime of raw and real

sensations, grounded in the

company’s signature

aesthetic of strong and

fiercely feminine dance. The

1-hour dance work

interconnects compelling

solos, duets, and dynamic…

 

7:00pm

GrahamDeconstructed:

Appalachian Spring Suite

GrahamDeconstructed:

Appalachian Spring Suite

The Martha Graham Dance

Company will present a

GrahamDeconstructed

event featuring highlights

from Martha Graham’s

celebrated

masterwork Appalachian

Spring (1944).  This special

evening will feature the

Martha Graham Dance

Company in Appalachian

Spring Suite, a narrated

presentation of highlights

from Appalachian Spring.

Each selection will

be illuminated with

descriptions from the

exchange…

 

7:00pm

Immersive Makers

Workshop Series

Third Rail Projects

Immersive Makers

Workshop Series with Tom

Pearson Spring Series

– April 11 through May 30,

2024 Thursdays from

7:00PM* to 9:30PM

Eastern Time (2.5 hrs each)

$600 for all 8 Sessions

Drop ins and subsidized

sign ups available in late

March/early April. Third Rail

Projects Gift Cards

accepted. ON ZOOM Tom

Pearson, co-

founder/director of Third

Rail Projects and director of

the Global Performance…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

7:30pm

Matthew Westerby

Company's 15th

Anniversary Season

Matthew Westerby

Company

Matthew Westerby

Company presents our 15th

Anniversary Season at the

Hudson Guild

Theatre! Featuring Migratory

Patterns, first premiered on

the High Line in 2023, with

live music by composers

John P. Hastings & Travis

Just, and the premiere of

City of Ashes, with a

commissioned score from

Hastings & Bent Duo. We

are proud to present our

 

7:30pm

Hip Hop BASIC

Broadway Dance

Center

Dance with

ANGEL KABA. International

Creative & Artistic Director,

has been collaborating with

artists such as Coolio,

Orishas, Kaye Styles,

Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye

Diggs and others. Further

notable experiences

involved

stage/television/commercial

 

8:00pm

Every Day is Earth

Day

BAAD! Bronx

Academy of Arts

and Dance

Experience an impactful

evening of environmental

activism through art! In

recognition of Earth Day

 

8:30pm

O my soul

The Moving

Architects

 

7:30pm

Matthew Westerby Company's 15th Anniversary Season

Matthew Westerby Company

Matthew Westerby Company presents our 15th Anniversary Season at

the Hudson Guild Theatre! Featuring Migratory Patterns, first premiered

on the High Line in 2023, with live music by composers John P. Hastings & Travis

Just, and the premiere of City of Ashes, with a commissioned score from Hastings

& Bent Duo. We are proud to present our 2nd Annual Youth Dance Platform for

over 100 young dancers from…

 

7:30pm

PCDC Season 41

Peridance Contemporary Dance Company

PCDC's Season 41 exemplifies the company’s virtuosic versatility –

spotlighting the next generation of choreographic voices alongside Igal

Perry’s timeless artistic vision. The performance program expands and converges

the contemporary dance field with world premieres, repertory revivals, original

compositions, and live music. PROGRAM New work by Chanel DaSilva New work

by Dolly Sfeir Repertory…

 

8:00pm

Looking for a contemporary dancer for a photo/video project

Adelina Minnigalieva photography

Hello everyone ! I am looking for  a dancer for video and photo project,

happening an early morning in Central Park. TFP and model release 

Don't hesitate to hit me up for further information!

 

8:00pm

FilmFest by Rogue Dancer: RE-Sister edition (APRIL 2024)

Rogue Dancer Productions

FilmFest by Rogue Dancer: RE-Sister edition (APRIL 2024) 

May 5, 2024 https://www.roguedancer.org/filmfest-by-rogue-

dancer          FilmFest by Rogue Dancer is a DANCE film festival that offers a

monthly curated on-line screening exclusively for DANCE Films. Each month

Dance films are elegantly sorted into unexpected themes. We are committed to

serving the DANCE community and…

 

8:00pm

+27833895606 Powerful Traditional Healer in

Mpumalanga|Nelspruit|Gauteng|Johannesburg|Pretoria|Limpopo|Polokwane|Northwest|

+27833895606 Powerful Traditional Healer in South Africa Gauteng

Profabraham

Traditional Healer in Zambia. Traditional healers in Zambia are consulted by

people in communities for health problems such as Malaria, Tuberculosis, HIV and

AIDS, mental health, and many others. Mutumwa Nchimi practitioners in Zambia

today are neotraditional healers who specialize in the diagnosis and 

illnesses and misfortunes allegedly caused by wizardry (buloshi). 

 

8:00pm

Embroidery Digitizing Service

Absolute Digitizing

Absolute Digitizing offers excellent quality embroidery digitizing service

and vector conversion at rock bottom prices. We have an amazing team

of talented digitizers and vector artists who only know to produce the best quality.

Order now and get your complete files ready for production in less than one day.

 

8:00pm

RUSSIAN MASTERS BALLET CAMP - official course of Vaganova Academy

Russian Masters Ballet

Official Course of Vaganova Academy Intensive training in classical

dance based on the original didactics of the Vaganova school of Saint

Petersburg. The course offers a comprehensive curriculum developed by the most

emblematic representatives of the best institution in the field of professional

ballet.

 

8:00pm

AfroDance

Steps On Broadway

Dance with ANGEL KABA. International Creative & Artistic Director, has

been collaborating with artists such as Coolio, Orishas, Kaye Styles,

Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs and others. Further notable experiences involved

stage/television/commercial performances and dancing for world renowned

brands like Coca Cola, Levi's, Fructis by Garnier, Nutella, Universal, RocNation,

MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT. Dance…

 

8:30pm

O my soul

The Moving Architects

Where fierce femininity and intergenerational dance meet: ‘O my soul’ at
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